
 

OASIS Approves New Web Services Security
Standards

March 28 2007

The Organization for the Advancement of Structured Information
Systems has approved WS-SecureConversation and WS-Trust as
standards.

The Organization for the Advancement of Structured Information
Systems has announced that its members have approved WS-
SecureConversation version 1.3 and WS-Trust version 1.3 as OASIS
Standards.

The specifications were developed by the OASIS WS-SX (Web Services
Secure Exchange) Technical Committee and they define policies and
extensions to WS-Security that enable the trusted exchange of multiple
SOAP (Simple Object Access Protocol) messages.

WS-Trust provides methods for issuing, renewing and validating security
tokens as well as establishing, detecting and brokering trust relationships,
OASIS officials said. Meanwhile, WS-SecureConversation allows
security contexts to be created and key material to be exchanged more
efficiently, OASIS said.

Together the standards can improve the performance and security of
exchanges.

"In order to secure communication between two parties, both must
exchange security credentials," said Anne Thomas Manes, research
director with the Burton Group, in a statement.
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"Before that can take place though, each party needs to determine if they
can 'trust' the asserted credentials of the other. Applications that
communicate using the Web services framework (e.g., SOAP and
WSDL) can use WS-Trust to obtain and exchange security credentials -
either directly or through a trusted third party - and use WS-
SecureConversation to establish and maintain an extended secure
session."

Kelvin Lawrence of IBM, co-chair of the OASIS WS-SX Technical
Committee, said, "WS-Trust builds upon WS-Security by introducing an
XML syntax and a protocol that enables the issuance and dissemination
of credentials between different trust domains via a security token
service."

Meanwhile, Chris Kaler, a Microsoft engineer and co-chair of the WS-
SX committee, said, "WS-Security focuses on the security of a single
message, which is useful in many situations. WS-SecureConversation
adds a security context authentication model that is extremely beneficial
for long-running exchanges. When two parties are passing multiple
rounds of secured messages back and forth, the added security and
efficiency provided by WS-SecureConversation becomes essential."

Among the industry leaders, IBM, Microsoft and Sun Microsystems have
verified successful implementations of WS-SecureConversation and WS-
Trust in accordance with eligibility requirements for all OASIS
Standards.

However, Adobe, AmberPoint, Axway, BEA Systems, BMC Software,
CA, EDS, Forum Systems, Fujitsu, HP, IBM, IONA, Microsoft,
Neustar, Nokia, Nortel, Novell, Oracle, Progress Software, Red Hat,
Ricoh, SAP, SOA Software, Software AG, Sun Microsystems, Tibco
Software, VeriSign, and other members of OASIS collaborated to
develop WS-SecureConversation and WS-Trust, OASIS officials said.
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